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END TO AID
OF DOLE HIT
Cebu business leaders issue statement
THE end of the COVID-19
Adjustment Measures Program
(CAMP) of the Department
of Labor and Employment
(DOLE) has disappointed
members of the business
community who patiently
waited for the government’s
financial
assistance
for
employees affected by the
coronavirus disease 2019.
In a joint statement,
Cebu’s five big business
groups criticized DOLE’s
ending
the
financial
assistance to workers in
the formal sector, saying it
becomes almost cruel and
insensitive to be given hope
of alleviation, only soon after
to be deprived of such hope.
The business leaders
echoed the sentiment of the
workers who cried foul over
the unfair treatment of the
government in relation to the
giving of financial assistance
in this trying time.
The workers in the
formal sector lamented that
while the informal sector
has been favored lavishly
with financial dole outs by
the government, the formal
sector only has the DOLE to
cling to.

“The already rollercoaster
ride for all begins with fear
that the silent COVID-19
will penetrate our homes,
fear that it will cripple our
community as economic
activities begin to stagnate,
fear that we might not be
able to recover to a more
stable state soon. To have
the promised relief given to
only 17% is a pittance. This
sows greater unrest which we
do not need right now. This
must be addressed somehow
in favor of the 80%,” the
statement continued.
In a press release dated
May 8, 2020, the labor office
in Central Visayas said it
has a total budget of Php
158,090,000.00 for CAMP.
This would have benefitted 31,618 workers coming
from 1,403 companies regionwide. Then, DOLE announced that the program
had to end last April 15 because the funds have already
been exhausted.
The
program
fund
allocation should have been
set based on actual data or
statistics available at DOLE
so that it will be fair to
everyone. Discontinuing the

FELIX TAGUIAM President, Cebu Chamber of Commerce and Industry (CCCI)

program due to lack of funds
would
create
confusion
and emotional stress from
affected workers especially
during this pandemic where
they have no source of
income due to temporary
closure or shutdown, the
statement said.
The business groups reminded the national government that the workers played

a vital role in economic
growth. Our productive sector deserves better treatment
from the very government to
whom they have religiously
remitted their taxes.
Workers are banking
on the committed subsidy
as it is of big help to them in
alleviating their current plight.
The statement asserted
that “closing the program

arbitrarily will be perceived
as selective and run counter
to its original objective of
helping the marginalized
workers.”
Hence, on behalf of
the business community,
Cebu’s
business
leaders
are requesting the national
government through DOLE
7, additional funds for the
CAMP.
The business leaders
recommended
that
the
fund should be provided
based on actual workers
population affected by the
pandemic. In this manner,
it is implemented fairly and
equitably.
The joint statement was
signed on May 13, 2020 by
Felix Taguiam President,
Cebu Chamber of Commerce
and Industry (CCCI), Steven
Alain Yu President, Mandaue
Chamber
of
Commerce
and
Industry
(MCCI),
Ambassador
Francisco
Benedicto President, CFCCC,
SANTHANA
KRISHNAN
VAIDISWARAN President,
MEPZCEM and CHESTER
LIM President, Philippine
Retailers Association (PRA)Cebu Chapter
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Red Cross to open bio-molecular lab
SENATOR Richard J.
Gordon, chairman and CEO
of the Philippine Red Cross,
announced a bio-molecular
laboratory in Cebu City will be
opened soon with the help of
Security Bank Foundation’s
P15-million donation.
The lab should help
prevent the spread of the
coronavirus disease 2019 or
Covid-19 in Central Visayas.
Gordon pointed out that
with Cebu City located in
Central Visayas, building

a testing facility in the
province would boost the
capacity of the region, where
almost 2,000 cases have
been recorded as of May 12,
to prevent the spread of the
disease.
“We thank the Security
Bank Foundation for making
this generous donation. The
need for testing cannot be
over-emphasized to pinpoint
the virus and prevent or
control its spread. We are
grateful that Security Bank

Do not cut electricity
on unpaid bills: DOE
THE Department of
Energy (DOE) has urged all
power distribution utilities
(DUs) nationwide not to
cut electricity connections
on unpaid bills because
of
Coronavirus
disease
pandemic.
In an interview with
Cebu Business Week, DOEVisayas Field Office Public
Information Officer Lou
Arciaga hoped that DUs will
positively respond to the
agency’s call especially that
establishments shut down
and millions of jobs lost.
Arciaga said that DUs
are also advised not to
impose penalties on unpaid
electricity bills for four
months from March-June
2020.
The DOE is an agency
that regulates, supervises,
and monitors the power
sector,
fuel
(gasoline
and diesel) industry, and
Liquefied Petroleum Gas
(LPG).
The DUs in Cebu are
Visayan Electric Company
(VECO),
Cebu
Electric
Cooperative (CEBECO) and
Mactan Electric Company
(MECO).
“We ensure that there
will be no power shortage
in the entire country, and
we monitor all prices of
petroleum products and
LPG,” Arciaga said.
Arciaga said the prices of
diesel and gasolines are low
at present compared to the
time prior to Covid-19 crisis.
This is probably because of
low demand. At this time
of Enhanced Community
Quarantine
(ECQ),
the

major thoroughfares which
used to be in heavy traffic
are almost deserted, and
the public utility vehicles
(PUVs) are not allowed to
ply.
She said the power sector
is continuously operating
to supply electricity to
industries, hospitals, and
residential houses.
She added that the DOE
has issued working pass
to about 150,000 energy
workers and officials to
enable them to work.
Electricity has three
stages --- power generation
like KEPCO-SPC in the
City of Naga, Cebu and
Cebu Energy Development
Corporation and Global
Power in Toledo City;
power transmission like the
National Grid Corporation
of the Philippines (NGCP),
and power distribution
like VECO, CEBECO and
MECO.
Meanwhile, the DOE
foresees a spike in demand
for electricity as more areas
surface from coronavirus
lockdowns. .It will likely
balloon when all areas move
out of quarantine.
Energy
Secretary
Alfonso Cusi said that “as
we are preparing for the
post-quarantine, we have to
ensure that power supply
will be sufficient. Under the
post quarantine the demand
will increase,” Cusi said.
Cusi said the DOE was
discussing billing issues
with power distributors
after consumers complained
of spikes in their May billing
and other payment issues.

Foundation partnered with
us in this endeavor which
would save the lives of our
countrymen in the Central
Visayas.
Security
Bank
has always been one of the
generous donors of the Red
Cross,” he said.
The board of trustees
of the Security Bank Foundation recently approved a
P15-million donation to the
PRC to set up a bio-molecular laboratory at the its chapter located along Osmena

Boulevard, Cebu City. Security Bank has been a longtime regular donor of the
Red Cross.
The PRC already opened
two testing centers that
are both equipped with
polymerase chain machines
that can run up to a total of
8,000 tests a day. The PRC’s
testing capacity would expand
to 20,000, with the opening of
another testing center in Port
Area, Manila this week and
four others in Subic, Clark,

Batangas and Los Banos in the
next few weeks.
The PRC, which has
the distinction of being the
only Red Cross national
society with a bio-molecular
laboratory
system,
is
planning on opening at
least
14
bio-molecular
laboratories throughout the
entire country to prevent
the spread of COVID-19
and other diseases that may
emerge or re-emerge in the
future. ELISEO S. MARAON

Buses for Cebu province returns on May 20
Cebu, Mandaue, Lapu-lapu cities on June 1
PASSENGER buses for
Cebu province will start
plying the streets across
towns and component cities
on May 20, 2020, while
buses for the highly urban
cities of Cebu, Mandaue and
Lapu-Lapu will operate on
June 1.
Land
Transportation
Franchise and Regulatory
Board (LTFRB)- 7 Regional
Director Eduardo Montealto
Jr. said this was decided
by transport operators and
mayors during a meeting
with Gov. Gwendolyn Garcia
in Balamban last May 15.
Montealto
explained
that Cebu province was
downgraded from Enhanced
Community
Quarantine
(ECQ) to General Community
Quarantine (GCQ), while the
three urban cities are under
Modified ECQ.
He said around 200
buses will be allowed to
operate in Cebu province
and later on in the cities of
Mandaue and Lapu-lapu.

Barili,
Cebu
Vice
Mayor
Julito
“Julie”
Flores, chairman of the
Cebu
Provincial
Bus
Operators Transport Service
Cooperative, said that they
can provide about 100 buses.
Flores
said
their
existing buses are already
in
conformity
to
the
modernization
program
of the Department of
Transportation (DOTr).
On the other hand,
Montealto clarified that they
will only be signing passes
for buses under cooperatives.
Individual operators will not
be granted special permits.
A fine up to P1,000,000
awaits those caught driving
buses without the permit
from LTFRB.
For the component cities
and municipalities of the
Province of Cebu, Montealto
said LTFRB will still be
waiting for endorsements
from mayors.
He said, it is the mayors
call whether or not to allow

the reoperation of buses
under GCQ. LTFRB on its
end will decide the number
of units to allow back on the
road.
Montealto said, while
buses are the top priority,
modernized jeepneys may
gradually be permitted to
operate should the need
arise and under stringent
protocols.
Under
the
GCQ,
buses are only allowed to
accommodate 50 percent of
its load capacity.
Fare
prices
will
also increase. For nonairconditioned buses, P11 for
the first five kilometers from
the previous P9 and P1.85 for
every succeeding kilometer.
For air-conditioned buses,
fare will increase from
P11 to P13 for the first five
kilometers and P2.20 for
every kilometer thereafter.
Passengers will also be
required to wear face masks.
ELIAS O. BAQUERO/BEBIE H.
BAQUERO
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Government to focus on food production
THE administration of
President Rodrigo Duterte
will focus on agriculture
modernization to increase
food production as one way
of surviving Corona Virus
Disease (Covid-19).
Guiling “Gene” Mamondiong, former secretary-general of the Technical Education and Skills Development Authority (TESDA), said the Filipinos must
be thankful to God that we
have vast tract of agricultural lands where we can
grow any variety we want.

The other countries are either deserts or have cold
weather.
While every country’s
leadership has an opposition especially in places
with healthy democracy,
Mamondiong rallied people from all walks of life,
regardless of political color
or religion to support the
Duterte administration so
we can easily survive from
Covid-19.
“In a situation like
this that we cannot see
our enemy (Covid-19), the

best is to unite, fight and
survive,” Mamondiong said.
Mamondiong
echoed
the prediction of other
quarters that because of
Covid-19 crisis worldwide,
there will be famine in
the coming years. If this
will happen, Vietnam and
Thailand which are big rice
exporters to the Philippines
at present will stop selling
rice to us to maintain their
food sufficiency.
“This is now the time to
focus on food production,
either
rice,
fruits,

vegetables, and valuable
crops in the Philippines so
we can survive especially
that the business sector
is
really
affected,”
Mamondiong said.
He noted that while
there are mobile markets
sprouting in urban areas
like Metro Manila or Metro
Cebu, the middlemen are
buying
products
from
farmers at cheap prices;
they sell it at high price,
to the detriment not only
of the farmers but of the
consumers who are also

affected by Covid-19.
He said it’s now time to
give justice to the farmers
who are considered food
producers but because of
the greedy middlemen, they
even have less food on their
table.
This is compounded
by reports that there are
some Local Government
Unit (LGU) officials who
made huge kickbacks out of
calamity funds.
“Please moderate your
greed,” Mamondiong said.
ELIAS O. BAQUERO

Don’t expect return to normal: businessman
A CONCERNED businessman has advised that the
gradual lifting of Enhanced
Community
Quarantine
(ECQ) does not mean a
return to what we know as
normal.
Philip Tan, who owns
Well-Made Corporation and
several other businesses, told
Cebu Business Week, that we
should not deceive ourselves
that the situation will return
to normal.
Tan is a management
representative
to
the
Regional Tripartite Wages
and
Productivity
Board
(RTWPB) 7. He is past
president
of
Mandaue
Chamber
of
Commerce
and Industry (MCCI) and
outgoing governor of Rotary

International (RI) District
3860.
“Your income will not go
back as it used to be. Without
the vaccine, things can get
worse. So, what do we do
financially?” he asked.
These are his suggestions:
First, pay all loans and
credit cards if you can so you
can avoid interest payments.
Second, be careful on
who you do business with
or give loans to. There
will be a lot of default in
payments. Start collecting
as soon as you can, if there
are people or customers
that owe you money that
are long overdue. Be more
aggressive in collecting. You
will find that there will be a
lot of you collecting from

PHILIP TAN

the same person.
Third,
lower
your
family expenditures. Don’t
expect your income to go
back as it was very soon.
Cut unnecessary expenses.
Buy only what you need.
It is very tempting to buy
those online food but they
sometimes
exceed
our

budget.
Fourth, refrain from
buying big ticket items like
aspirational homes or cars. It
can wait.
Fifth, if you have excess
money and you can afford
to lose it, invest in longterm blue-chip stocks and
government bonds. It is an
all-time low.
Sixth, if you have a
business and it is getting
pummeled by this crisis,
better take a closer look
and overhaul your system
and
consider
digital
transformation.
If
the
business is in the loser
industry, better close it and
weather the storm.
Seventh, if you are an
employee, love your job and

work hard for your company.
Companies
would
have
to restructure one way or
another to be able to fight
this crisis.
Eight, most important,
your finance has to be
lean and mean. Cut excess
fat and boost up your
financial muscle. Look for
new revenue and again cut
unnecessary expenses. It
does not mean that if you
are ahead right now and
may have dodged the first
wave, the second and third
will be more formidable and
you might find yourself in
the wayside.
Tan said he hopes that
his unsolicited suggestions
will be adopted by the people.
ELIAS O. BAQUERO

Balik Buhay Program PPP against Covid-19
THE president of the
Cebu Chamber of Commerce
and Industry (CCCI) said the
Balik Buhay Program initiated
by the government is a PublicPrivate Partnership (PPP) in
the fight against Corona Virus
Disease (Covid-19).
CCCI President Felix
Taguiam said that the
program is a coordinated
effort between the CCCI,
Office of the Presidential
Assistant for the Visayas
(OPAV) and the Local
Government Units (LGUs).
Taguiam said they were
apprised by the Department
of Health (DOH) about the
program.
He said that once a
businessman reopens his
firm, he must require his
employees to undergo testing

to determine whether they
are positive or negative of
Covid-19. The employers will
pay for the cost of the testing
as part of their Corporate
Social Responsibility (CSR)
and their contribution to
the government battling
Covid-19.
“We
know
that
the
government itself cannot
afford to use all its funds
for mass testing alone
because there are other
responsibilities like giving
relief goods. That is why we
participated in the program,”
Taguiam said.
He said that this kind
of arrangement is one
evidences that the business
sector is working alongside
the government in the fight
against Covid-19.

“We, in the business sector
are advocating for a Covidfree environment. We are
concerned of the safety
of our employees. The
customers must be happy
that the employees they are
dealing with are Covid-free,”
Taguiam said.
He said that once an
employee is found to be
Covid-19 negative, the LGU
concerned will issue him a
“worker’s working pass” as a
matter of identify.
Aside from the working pass,
the firm will also be issued
a “Green Store” or “Green
Firm” certificate once all
their employees are negative
of Covid-19.
During lunch time, Taguiam
said the employees shall
observe social distancing and

proper hygiene.
The 10 percent of the
barangay population who
will undergo mass testing
is separate from the testing
done to business employees
because the cost will be
shouldered by the LGU
concerned.
If a LGU will confirm that
an employee is residing in
an area with no Covid-19
positive, that employee may
not participate in the firm’s
testing.
Taguiam said the DOH has
acknowledged that testing
is not a solution but just a
surveillance. It is just like
annual check-up.
He said that in Covid-19
crisis, we have to balance how
to survive it while allowing
the economy to continue

operating. In a lockdown,
the employees are the most
vulnerable because they will
have no food on their table if
they lose income.
“But while a business
operates,
we
have
to
understand that test is
surveillance. The employer
must
continue
the
surveillance by conducting
random testing every other
week on 10 percent or 20
percent of their workforce,
like a check-up during
normal times,” Taguiam
said.
On the other hand, Taguiam
said the business sector
recommends that those who
will be found positive must
be undergo self-quarantine
in their homes. ELIAS O.
BAQUERO
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Number 1 in Covid-19
Attributing
the
sudden rise in positive
cases of the coronavirus
disease or Covid-19
in Cebu City to mass
testing has made the
spin masters amusing.
Then they want us to
rejoice about the low
number of deaths.
We know the virus
had proliferated. We
Weekly Notes
just do not know how Emmanuel Nacorda Mongaya
widespread until the
mass testing.
About the number of deaths, the spin masters will just
have to hope the numbers will remain low. Cebu City Hall
has no control if someone would die or not. It depends on
the immune system of the patient and our health system.
What Mayor Edgar Labella can do would be to
take direct control of Cebu City Hall’s information
team and perhaps hire somebody who knows crisis
communications, trusted, and abhors mistakes, much
less fake news.
Rapid Tests
One major gap in the information drive of Cebu City
Hall, along with Mandaue and Lapu-Lapu Cities, is the
push for mass testing. Mayor Labella’s information team
should give us answers to nagging questions raised.
Sun.Star columnist Bobby Nalzaro, for one, has
raised serious questions about the need and the source of
the rapid test kits that Cebu City Hall bought.
Let me quote Bobby:
“Who negotiated for the purchase of these testing
kits? Did Cebu City Mayor Egardo Labella, Mandaue
City Mayor Jonas Cortes and Lapu-Lapu City Mayor
Junard Chan negotiate on their own? Who are the
suppliers? What is the brand of these testing kits and the
manufacturer? Are these really accurate and reliable?
In the case of Cebu City, I have learned from City
Administrator Floro Casas Jr. that the City bought 50,000
testing kits at P800 per kit. So that’s roughly P40 million.
For Mandaue and Lapu-Lapu, how much did they spend?
These three LGUs should be transparent.
And who are the owners and incorporators of this
private laboratory that will analyze the results?”
Cebuanos deserve to know the truth. Please spare us
another poorly executed spin.
Requirement
Local business leaders are in quandary about this
requirement for mandatory rapid tests of their employee
before being allowed to open and operate again. They
want to reopen soonest to be able to earn money again.
But before they can do business, they are required to
spend for the tests? Then, how long can the lab send
them the test results?
Reach me @anol_cebu in Twitter

“Radiating positivity, creating connectivity”
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Just be transparent
Let us assume the
local government officials
supported by President
Rodrigo R. Duterte are the
epitome of honesty and
competence. They would
not have anything to hide.
Thus, they should have no
qualms about maintaining
transparency.
Thus, we encourage
Mayor Edgardo Labella to
answer difficult questions
being raised about the mass
testing. We assume he has
nothing to hide.
However, we noted the
Cebu City executive has
taken so long to send a
representative to the Cebu
City Council, not just to

Atty. Gerardo Carillo
Chairman

answer sensitive questions.
But more about fulfilling
the mandate of reporting
to the representatives of
the people tasked with
approving budgets and
ensuring these budgets are
spent wisely and honestly.
Late last week, voices
within the Cebu media
pushed questions about the
rapid mass testing being
carried out by Cebu City Hall.
A crucial question in
the controversy between
city administrator Floro
Casas and Dr. Daisy Villa
before members of the
Cebu City Council was
about the rapid test kits
being used. Has Cebu

Emmanuel delos Santos Rabacal
President

Emmanuel “Anol” Mongaya

Bebie Hiñola Baquero

Editor

Marketing Manager

Keres H. Aviles
Writer

Emmanuel R. Espina
Production Head

City Hall revealed more
details about the test kits
it bought? Has Cebu City
officials clarified whether
these kits have Food and
Drug Administration (FDA)
approval?
Note that the Cebu
Provincial
Government
is using the PCR test for
accuracy. Has Cebu City Hall
revealed more information
about these test kits?
One ticklish question is
the source of the kits. Then
let us dive into the question
pushed
by
columnist
Bobby Nalzaro: what is the
agenda?
Just be transparent
please.
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Malaysia extends curbs on movement, businesses to June 9

BIZBITS
Manny de los Santos Rabacal

Malaysia’s
government
extended the time frame for
movement and business curbs
by another four weeks to June
9, amid a gradual reopening
of economic activity stunted
by the coronavirus pandemic.
Earlier this week, businesses
were allowed to resume
business as usual, albeit under
strict health guidelines, after
having to close shop for two
months as health authorities
worked to contain the
pandemic. Malaysia has so far
reported 6,589 cases with 108
deaths. Existing rules under a
conditional movement control
order remain in place until
the new expiry date in June,
which include practicing strict

hygiene and social distancing,
Prime Minister Muhyiddin
Yassin said in a televised
address on Sunday. (Reuters)
oOo
The US unemployment
rate has risen to 14.7%, with
20.5 million jobs lost in April,
as the coronavirus pandemic
devastated the economy. The
rise means the jobless rate is
now worse than at any time
since the Great Depression of
the 1930s. Since the pandemic
began, the US has suffered
its worst growth numbers
in a decade and the worst
retail sales report on record.
Just two months ago, the
unemployment rate was at
3.5%, a 50-year low. “It is
historically unprecedented,”
said
economist
Erica
Groshen, former head of the
government’s Bureau of Labor
Statistics, who now teaches
at Cornell University. “We
have put our economy into
a medically induced coma
in order to heal it from the
pandemic... and that has led
to the most precipitous loss of
jobs seen in any of the modern
data.” The report from the
Labor Department showed

declines in every sector of
the economy. Leisure and
hospitality was hit especially
hard, with payrolls falling by 7.7
million or 47%. Employers in
education and health services
cut 2.5 million positions, while
retailers shed 2.1 million.
The Labor Department said
more than three-quarters of
those without jobs described
themselves as temporarily
laid off, a sign that many of
those currently without work
are hopeful that the economy
will be able to rebound. But
economists warned that the
pandemic is likely to force
major changes to businesses
- such as limits on how many
people may be in a restaurant
at one time - that could reduce
the need for workers. And the
longer the shutdown lasts, the
more likely it is that a business
will not survive. “Even a
temporary layoff can turn
into a permanent one if the
business doesn’t survive or if
the business has to change its
business model so dramatically
that it needs different numbers
or a different kind of worker,”
Ms. Groshen said.
More than 33 million in

the United States have filed for
unemployment benefits in the
last six weeks.
The economic crisis is
not unique to the US. In the
UK, the Bank of England
has warned of the sharpest
recession on record, while
Canada on Friday reported
its unemployment rate had
increased 5.2 percentage points
to 13% last month. Statistics
Canada estimated that about
a third of the workforce was
either out of work, or working
less than half of their usual
hours. In an appearance on
the Fox News channel, US
President Donald Trump
shrugged off the 20.5 million
jobs lost in the US as “totally
expected” and “no surprise”.
“Even the Democrats aren’t
blaming me for that. What I
can do is I can bring it back,”
he said as the figures were
released. But bankruptcies
have already claimed retailers
such as J Crew and Neiman
Marcus, as well as many firms
in the energy sector, where a
collapse in oil prices, due in
part to a pandemic-related
drop in demand, has worsened
the strains. While some states

have already started to relax
restrictions, re-starting the
economy is likely to be difficult,
as workers worry about the risk
of infection and grapple with
the impact of school closures.
“I’m not certain what’s
going to happen next,” said
Tanya Nikolaevskaya, a legal
assistant in New York, who was
furloughed last month, after
working from home in March.
Ms Nikolaevskaya hopes to
return to what she described
as her dream job, but she has a
medical condition that makes
her worried about infection and
is a single mother, whose 8-yearold daughter will need care if
schools do not reopen. “It’s all
about, ‘Is there childcare,’” she
said. “If I will not have childcare,
I will not be able to go back.”
The number of people in the
labor force - working or looking
for work - fell 2.5% last month,
to its lowest level since 1970,
while those reporting reduced
hours or an inability to find a
full-time job nearly doubled.
The Labor Department warned
that the situation might be
worse than estimated. (BBC)
mannyrabacal1144@gmail.
com

Lapulapu’s 1st battle was against a Chinese Pirate

Cebu Legal
Pedia
Atty. Clarence Paul V. Oaminal

Lapulapu has prestige
because of the Battle of
Mactan.
He
defeated
Ferdinand Magellan, the
foreign invader. But not
known to many, the first
battle of Lapulapu was
against a Chinese pirate, the
first foreigner who attempted
to invade the Island of Matan (Mactan).
Years before the Battle
of Mactan (April 27, 1521),
Lapu-Lapu defeated the
attack of a Chinese pirate
on the island of Mactan.

According to the book
“Glimpses in History of Early
Cebu” by Lina Quimat, the
first Filipino hero was born
sometime in 1484 in Matan (now known as Mactan),
Sugbu. He is the elder of two
boys, sons of Hari Mangal
and Rani or Hara Bauga.
Lapu-Lapu was the elder
brother, his younger brother
was named Malingin.
Lapu-Lapu was a squire
to the knights of Hari Mangal
named Bali-alho, Sagpubaha, and Bugto-pasan (an
earlier chronicler, Manuel
Enriquez dela Calzada also
narrated the story of Balialho). They were experts in
arnis also called eskrima.
Everyday
these
knights
trained the young LapuLapu.
Then in 1496, a Chinese
pirate by the name of Chiong
Li came and launched the
first attack on Mat-an. The
young Lapu-Lapu repulsed
him.
A small band of Chinese
bandits went to Sugbu in the
balangay of Opong at the

island of Mat-an. The pirates
made a mistake because they
landed on the shores where
Lapu-Lapu, who was only
12-year-old, had his daily
training exercise in eskrima
with the knights. Instead
of running home to tell his
father, Lapu-Lapu and his
instructors fought and killed
the bandits. Since then the
Chinese bandits never sent
anyone to Sugbu.
Years later (1574), a
bigger group of Chinese
bandits led by Limahong
came to Luzon attacked its
inhabitants and then settled
there. Though Limahong
failed twice in defeating
the Spaniards in Manila,
his group was able to
shortly establish a kingdom
outside of Manila and then
slowly assimilated into the
residents. This consequently
led to the birth of Chinese
communities
in
Metro
Manila.
Humabon
(originally
named Humab-on meaning
“fond of ambush”) was the
nephew of Hari Mangal.

Humabon had a son named
Garra, who in turn succeeded
Humabon and had two sons
by the name of Tupas and
Maguio, called Simaguio by
Legaspi.
Another character during
the lifetime of Lapu-Lapu
was Zola, a minor chieftain
at the other tip of Mat-an.
Zola aimed to be recognized
as the leader of the whole of
Mat-an after Hari Mangal
died. There was a lady by
the name of Bulacna, whom
Zola wanted to pursue. She
was the daughter of the
chieftain of Olanggoh, whose
name was Cusgan. Bulacna
eventually became the wife
of Lapu-Lapu.
In the aftermath of the
Battle of Mat-an (translated
into “with eyes”, meaning
vigilant and not easy to
beguile),
Lapulapu,
the
Chief of Mat-an, acting as
chief of police of Visayas and
Mindanao, did the following:
The defense of the
islands: “King Lapulapu
directed his men to help
the rest of the people of the

Bisayan regions as most of
the people might be overrun
by undesirable foreigners
again. The trusted men of
King Lapulapu spread out in
the Bisayas to help the men
who needed help. Some of
the natives of Sugbu settled
in Leyte especially in Baibai
and Cabalian, Bohol, Panay
and the land inhabited
by black people called
Panilonga, now Negros.
When Legaspi came, the
Bisayans knew that the
natives at the port were not
the only ones to fight against
bad foreigners.”
Lapulapu is honored by
the Cebuanos by renaming
the Municipality Opon to
Lapulapu City. The biggest
military camp in Visayas and
Mindanao houses the Central
Command formerly called
the Visayas Command. It was
then Major General Santos
Bacus Gabison who remade
Lapulapu’s statue inside the
camp which up to now still
proudly stands in front of the
camp grandstand in Apas,
Cebu City.
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The New Normal

The Legal Front
Atty. Gerry Carillo

A
friend
who
is
working in New York as
a nurse confided. When
the COVID-19 took a toll
in Manhattan, Brooklyn
and other key cities in
New
York,
Americans
dismissed the disease as
mere influenza. He said
that while hundreds fell
ill, they thought this could
easily be treated as simple
cold. This went on until
several deaths brought the
American health system to
the brink.
Still people protested

the lockdown claiming it
restricted their freedom
of choice, he said. When
America
reached
two
thousand deaths a day,
however,
they
started
observing protocol. Today,
he said, a new normal is
observed.
Basic to the new
normal is wearing of
masks, personal hygiene
like washing of hands, and
social distancing.
In our country, it is
mandatory for people to
wear face masks when they
go out. This new normal
prompted a number to
make a business out of
manufacturing face masks.
Designers made masks as
part of the daily apparel -a fashion statement during
the pandemic. Many young
people are now adopting
face masks as the new face
wear aside from the facial
accessories.
Companies, meanwhile,
adopted
new
personal
hygiene
practices.
Consumers would feel safe

seeing sanitizers or mist
spraying gadgets in place
upon entering business
premises.
Handwashing
corners can likewise be
seen as part of the new
facilities.
Social Distancing is
also institutionalized in
many
establishments.
Putting up barriers up to
a meter distance from the
next consumer and plastic
screens in the cashier areas
can be observed in the
opened shops.
Industries and business will have to be
content with half of their
workforce reporting while
others work from home
through online portals.
Government
offices
is
doing the same practice. In
Cebu City Hall, employees
are encouraged to stay at
home in accordance with
Civil Service Commission
guidelines.
Restaurants and other
dining places are focusing
more on take outs as
social distancing will have

to be observed.
Seeing
restaurants with individual
cubicles for dine in will be a
new norm for eatery. Some
would even have plastic
dividers to distance dining
customers.
Schools
will
have
half of its students in the
classroom.
Students in
colleges with have to use
the
online
classrooms
where the students will
have to stay at home before
their computers. But the
concern would be how
would our public schools
cope with these schemes?
With the yearly added
enrolment and increasing
student
population,
DEPED will have a lot of
challenge in addressing
this concern? But I guess
we don’t have a choice
when classes resume.
But with this new
normal, will our economy
fall into the economic
abyss?
Cebuanos are known
for its resilience. There are
a number of calamities of

which we have encountered
but we manage to survive.
In each calamity we come
out stronger and better.
Now, we have these
new norms that we need to
be accustomed with.
The
pandemic
is
pointing an uncomfortable
light on the fissures in
society and showing that
empathy and collaboration
are key in the journey ahead.
Addressing consumer and
the public concerns over
safety and hygiene will be
paramount in re-designing
the post-lockdown world.
This is now the new
norm.

Atty. Gerry Carillo
is a Cebu City
consultant on
disaster. He is a
former Cebu City
councilor

Covid 19 effect seen to be more damaging

This Business
of Living
Emm R. Espina

Before the Covid crisis,
the Philippines was looking
to expand the economy by
6.5-7.5 %.
But now with the
virus continuing spread,
the pandemic will be
more damaging to the
Philippines than initially
expected. The government
is saying the economy will
likely shrink by at least 2
percent as losses mount to
about P2 trillion.
The
inter-agency
Development
Budget
Coordination Committee
announced
Wednesday
that the economy will

contract between 2 percent
to 3.4 percent this 2020,
worse than their original
projection of a “zero
growth” to a 1 percent
decline, CNN Philippines
reported
This will put an end to
a sustained 21-year growth
path since 1998, when the
economy last shrunk as
it reeled from the Asian
Financial Crisis and a
local bout of El Niño that
damaged crops.
Melissa
Luz
Lopez
writes National Economic
and Development Authority
(Neda) estimates suggest
that the potential impact
of the pandemic on the
economy could reach P2.0
trillion or about 9.4 percent
of GDP (gross domestic
product) this year,” the
economic managers said in
a statement.
The
coronavirus
crippled economic activity
from January-March to
register a 0.2 percent
contraction.
Authorities
and private economists
all say a steeper downturn

is expected in the second
quarter as the economy
remained paralyzed due to
lockdown rules meant to
contain the disease. Strict
stay-at-home rules have
been extended to May 31 in
Metro Manila, the country’s
main financial hub with
about 13 million people.
The country’s fiscal
position will also worsen
this year, with authorities
projecting a P1.56 trillion
budget gap. The projected
deficit is at 8.1 percent
of GDP — higher than
the earlier 5.3 percent
estimate and the original
3.2 percent ceiling worth
P671.2 billion. That is
due to a sudden surge
in spending to cater to
various Covid-19 relief
measures and a P560.5billion decline in state
revenues as businesses
went dark and consumers
are unable to head out and
shop.
The Duterte administration has also resorted
to more borrowing from
foreign sources, with an

additional P310 billion
meant to support the local
fight against the pandemic
plus a $2.35-billion dollar
bond float. Still, the DBCC
insisted that the debt stock
remains “manageable.”
The Philippines spends
more than what it can raise
as revenues to invest on
much-needed infrastructure and support development. The country was
on track to rise to an upper-middle income state
this year before the pandemic hit.
Growth is expected to
rebound sharply to 7.1-8.1
percent by 2021, the DBCC
said, asserting that the
Philippines continues to
enjoy “sound fiscal health.”
Revenues are projected to
hit just P2.61 trillion this
year against P4.18 trillion
worth of spending.
The
2021
national
budget is also pegged at
P4.18 trillion, slashed from
the earlier P4.64-trillion
plan to factor in lower tax
collections.
Latest projections peg

a 4 percent collapse in
exports of goods, while
imports
will
likewise
decline by 5.5 percent
as domestic activity is
limited and with the global
economy also suffering a
downturn. By next year,
outbound shipments are
seen to bounce back with
a 5 percent increase,
alongside an 8 percent rise
in imports.
The peso is seen to
stabilize at the P50-P54
level against the US dollar
until 2022.
Cheap oil will play
a major role here, with
the Bangko Sentral ng
Pilipinas
recommending
to slash crude oil price
assumptions to just $23$38 per barrel, mirroring
global prices amid a supply
glut and depressed demand
as millions of people stay at
home. This is half the $55$70 per barrel cost back in
December.
The oil price slump
may be here to stay.
emma nuelbernespina @
gmail.com
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Gov’t divulges COVID-19 recovery plan
THE Department of Finance (DOF) and the National Economic Development
Authority (NEDA) revealed
its proposed recovery plan
dubbed as “Bayanihan II”,
to help the economy bounce
back from the ongoing coronavirus crisis.
Finance
Secretary
Carlos G. Dominguez III
said the recovery plan
includes liquidity support
for businesses through banks
and a significant reduction in
corporate income tax (CIT).
Dominguez said the
government will need an
additional P130-P160 billion
to finance the programs
under the first part of the
three-phased Bayanihan II.

Of the total funding,
P50 billion will be used as
additional capital for stateowned banks Land Bank of the
Philippines (LANDBANK)
and Development Bank of
the Philippines (DBP) and
another P20 billion for loans
of the Philippine Guarantee
Corp.
(Philguarantee),
Dominguez said
He said LANDBANK and
DBP will act as a wholesale
bank that will buy loans of
microfinance
institutions,
cooperatives, rural and thrift
banks to free up lending
space so small firms will have
access to credit.
“Part of the increase
in capital to LANDBANK
and DBP is that they form

a joint venture that will be
empowered to buy bonds,
preferred shares or common
shares in qualified companies
that need solvency support,”
he added.
Without
going
into
details, Dominguez said
the remaining part of the
proposed budget will be used
to “hire people to do specific
jobs,” such as contact tracing
for which around 300,000500,000 people can be hired.
Acting
Socioeconomic
Planning Secretary Karl
Kendrick T. Chua said the
second part of the proposed
three-phased recovery plan
includes a drastic CIT rate
cut to 25% from the current
30% starting July.

The proposal will be
under CREATE bill or the
Corporate Recovery and Tax
Incentives for Enterprises
Act, a revised version of the
Corporate Income Tax and
Incentives Rationalization
Act (CITIRA) bill that is
pending at the Senate.
Chua explained that
the CREATE bill will also
include an extension of the
net operating loss carryover
(NOLCO) to five years from
three years, while losses for
this year “can be credited to
future tax payments.”
While there will be
changes in the incentive
scheme from those proposed
under the CITIRA, he said a
longer period will be provided

under the new proposal
where existing incentives will
not be changed in the next
four to nine years, he said.
Chua said the third phase
of the recovery program will
involve “reprioritization” of
the 2021 and 2022 budget to
include projects intended to
advance the country’s health
care system, agriculture
sector and the entire food
value chains, as well as
infrastructure projects under
the administration’s “Build,
Build, Build” program.
“This will ensure that the
recovery stage is adequately
supported,
should
the
Bayanihan II be insufficient,
or if the recovery takes a
longer time,” Chua’s said.

Joint ventures, guarantees eyed to save business
THE Philippine government is determined to support businesses paralyzed by
the coronavirus pandemic.
It is looking at liquidity
or
equity
infusion
or
guarantees, depending on
the size of the company.
Acting
Socioeconomic
Planning Secretary Karl Chua
said that the government will
be using taxpayers’ money to
get businesses out of financial
trouble, while keeping in

mind the risks involved and
consumer confidence.
For micro firms or those
that employ 9 employees
or less, these companies
can loan from microfinance
institutions, cooperatives, as
well as rural and thrift banks.
These financial institutions
would then be supported by
Land Bank of the Philippines
and the Development Bank
of the Philippines. The staterun banks would “buy” loans

granted by small lenders to
small businesses in bulk.
For small and medium firms or companies that
employ less than 200 employees, the government is
looking at credit guarantees
through the Philippine Guarantee Corporation (PhilGuarantee) and wage subsidies.
PhilGuarantee
may
shoulder at least 50% of the
loan risk, Chua said that

For large businesses, the
government is proposing
“targeted equity support”
which would match the loan
needed by the companies.
Chua
added
that
businesses in the travel and
tourism industries are among
those broadly considered for
the equity infusion program.
Finance Secretary Carlos
Dominguez III said a joint
venture will be created
between the government and

the distraught company.
The
new
company
shaped by the joint venture
would then be “empowered
to buy bonds, preferred
shares, or common shares”
of companies that need
solvency support.
Chua also said the joint
venture agreements would
be time bound and would
have certain conditions to
ensure that taxpayers’ money
will be spent well

SEC extends deadlines for annual, quarterly reports
THE Securities
and
Exchange Commission (SEC)
has extended the deadlines
for the submission of annual
reports
and/or
audited
financial
statements
of
companies with fiscal years
ending in the middle of the
COVID-19 pandemic.
In an en banc meeting
the Commission resolved to
allow companies with fiscal
years ending between January 31, 2020 and March 31,
2020 to submit their annual
reports and/or audited financial statements within 60
calendar days from the regular filing deadlines.
Meanwhile, a corporation
other than a publicly listed
company and an issuer of
registered securities with the
same fiscal year may submit its
audited financial statements
until July 29, 2020 or 60 days
from the original May 30,
2020 deadline.
The SEC also granted com-

panies with fiscal years ending
April 30, 2020 an extension of
45 calendar days from the regular filing deadline.
Accordingly, a publicly
listed company or an issuer of
registered securities will have
until September 27, 2020 to
comply with the reportorial
requirement.
All
other
corporations may submit their
audited financial statements
until October 12, 2020.
The Commission likewise
extended the deadline for
the submission of quarterly
reports for the first quarter of
the covered companies for a
period of 45 calendar days from
the regular filing deadlines.
Publicly listed companies
shall continuously observe
their disclosure obligations
under Republic Act No. 8799,
or The Securities Regulation
Code, and Philippine Stock
Exchange’s
Consolidated
Listing and Disclosure Rules.
All material information

must be disclosed on a timely
basis. Where the company’s
operations are materially
affected by the COVID-19
pandemic, disclosures on the
financial impact or any other
material aspects should be
made immediately.
According to SEC Cebu
Extension Office (SEC-CEO)
officer-in-charge, Atty. Alma
Marie E. Dalena, the Commission will continue to assess the
impact of the pandemic on corporations, including the preparation of their reports.
“The Commission is
mindful of the difficulty in
preparing the reports as well
as its actual submission to
the office, thus, the deadline
for filing is extended again,”
she said.
Dalena also encouraged
clients of the Cebu Extension
Office to submit their reports
via email to reports_ceo@
sec.gov.ph while the city
is still under enhanced

community quarantine.
Reports submitted via
email need not be notarized,
as long as there are electronic
signatures from the required
signatories.
For clients who wish to
submit the notarized hard
copies of their reports, they
may drop off their documents
to the designated drop box
available outside, or ask
assistance from the security
guard on duty.
While SEC-CEO is open
on weekdays from 9am to
3pm, their office will not
accept walk-in transactions
while enhanced community
quarantine is still ongoing.
Thus, clients who want to
drop off their reports will only
be able to claim their received
copy the following day.
Affected
corporations
with domestic operations
were given until June 30,
2020 to file their annual
reports
and/or
audited

financial statements. For
companies with domestic
and foreign operations, the
filing period was extended
until June 30, 2020 or 60
days from the lifting of
travel restrictions, whichever
comes later.
The
SEC
also
made
adjustments
in
the
requirements
and
procedures for the filing
of other reports such as
the General Information
Sheet and the Mandatory
Disclosure Form, following
the imposition of enhanced
community quarantine over
various parts of the country.
The Commission will
continue to assess the impact of
COVID-19 on the preparation
of financial statements and
on the completion of the
statutory audits of companies.
It may issue appropriate rules
and regulations to address
the concerns that may further
arise.
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LTO 7 offices
on soft reopening
AFTER over two months
of closure nationwide with the
Coronavirus disease Covid-19
quarantine, the Land Transportation Office (LTO) conducted
soft re-openings of its district
offices in Bohol and Negros Oriental last May 13, 2020.
LTO 7 Director Victor
Emmanuel Caindec told
Cebu Business Week that the
LTO district offices that are
now reopened in Bohol are in
Tagbilaran City and Talibon
town. The offices in Negros
Oriental are in Dumaguete
City, Bais City and La Libertad.
LTO
district
offices
in Jagna, Bohol; Siquijor;
and Bayawan City, Negros
Oriental
are
still
not
operating because the old
“servers” which continuously
operated for several years
bogged down after being
shut down for several weeks.
“We are only accepting

renewals of driver’s license
and renewal of vehicle
registration but no new
license and registration of
vehicle yet,” Caindec said.
LTO 7 is composed of
the provinces of Cebu, Bohol,
Negros Oriental and Siquijor.
Caindec
said
the
reopening of LTO district
offices in Cebu will depend on
the Covid-19 crisis situation.
Cebu province was downgraded from Enhanced Community Quarantine (ECQ) to
General Community Quarantine (GCQ), while the urban cities of Cebu. Mandaue
and Lapu-Lapu are under
Modified ECQ.
Reopened LTO district
offices will follow protocols
against Covid-19 like 50 %
reduced capacity of people
coming in and “one window
transaction.
ELIAS
O.
BAQUERO

Workers return as quarantine eases
AN ESTIMATED 14
million workers are returning
to work with the easing of
quarantine rules.
Albay Rep. Joey Sarte
Salceda, chairman of the
committee on ways and means,
said the decision to ease the
lockdown was “economically
near-optimal”—balancing the
need of workers to resume
working and the need to keep
the volume of infections under
control even as he warned that
outbreaks are still possible
without testing and tracing.
“From an economic optimization standpoint, this
means that for fewer new
cases (2,535), the new regime
will release more workers
(14,605,000 newly allowed
to go to work) and more economic activity (as much as
10.7 percent of quarterly gross
domestic product, or about 2.7
percent of annual GDP), than
if, say high-density areas such
as Metro Manila or Cebu City
were placed under significant-

ly less strict regimes,” he said.
Salceda said that in terms
of the employment impact of
Covid-19, they estimated some
1.09 million Filipino workers
have already lost their jobs,
with more job losses to come
as the full impact of the pandemic on the financial position
of companies are quantified.
Under the new regime,
some 14.6 million workers
will be allowed to go to work
on-site, on top of the 27.4
million currently allowed
to work. This would result
in some 34.1 million being
allowed to work, with only
some 700,000 workers still
not allowed to go to work onsite, the lawmaker said.
Malacañang
reminded
the public that while the government eased the guidelines
on areas placed under the
modified enhanced community quarantine (MECQ) and
general enhanced community quarantine (GCQ) starting
May 16, law enforcement agen-

cies will continue to implement
the appropriate quarantine restrictions.
Palace spokesman Harry
Roque said the IATF placed
Metro Manila and two
other high-risk areas under
MECQ while it placed several
moderate-risk places under
GCQ from May 16 to May 31
to help contain the spread of
the coronavirus
Under the MECQ, some
businesses will partially open
to boost the economy.
Interior Secretary Eduardo
Año urged workers to bring
their IDs and certificates of
employment when traveling.
Companies should provide
shuttle service for their
employees nas transportation
is still suspended.
“We have no area in the
entire Philippines that is not
under community quarantine at different levels. These
low-risk areas will be under
modified general community
quarantine.

The Academe

Cebu Institute of Technology University
CIT-University announces there are still scholarships
open for application such as:
Cebu City College Scholarship
Number of Slots: 706
Applications will be accepted after ECQ
CHED STUFAP
Number of Slots: 746
Link for Application:
https://chedro7.com/csp_application/stufap/how_to_apply
Deadline of Application: May 30, 2020
DOST JLSS
Number of Slots: 18
Link for Application:
https://bit.ly/2020JLSSapplicationNewSchedules
Deadline of Application: May 28, 2020
For other CIT-based scholarships, check out our website,
www.cit.edu, or send an email to oas@cit.edu.

Matias H. Aznar Memorial
College of Medicine, Inc.
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Insurance Commission draws relief for insurers
THE Insurance Commission
(IC)
loosened
rules on insurance firms’
quarterly compliance with
the minimum net worth
requirement
amid
the
coronavirus crisis.
IC Circular Letter No.
2020-60 relieved insurance
companies from quarterly
compliance with the P900
million minimum net worth
requirement.
Nevertheless, the IC said
only those already compliant
with the require-ment as of
end-December can instantly
avail of this regulatory relief
measure.

Those that have not complied before the enhanced
community quarantine can
only avail of the relief once
they “put up additional funds
to cover the net worth deficiency.”
While insurers still need
to comply with the minimum
risk-based capital (RBC) ratio, the IC also relaxed the
levels of regulator intervention based on the company’s
level of compliance.
Under Republic Act
No. 10607 or the Insurance
Code, insurers must have a
net worth of at least P900
million by Dec. 31, 2019 and

P1.3 billion by Dec. 31, 2022.
New players must have at
least P1 billion in paid-up
capital.
IC set submission of
2020 RBC2 reports on the
following dates:Aug. 31 for
the period ending June 30;

Nov. 30 for the period ending
September; and April 30,
2021 for the period ending
December 2020.
The circular issued by
IC Commissioner Dennis B.
Funa, stated that “insurance
companies may be affected
in a variety of ways such
as exposure to declining
revenues,
unprecedented
volatility in the stock market,
interest
rate
changes,
increased claims, credit
risks, supply chain and
service disruptions, and the
overall decrease in the value
of assets and investments.” .
“These events could

depress the solvency position
of insurance companies.
This Commission values the
importance of insurance
companies to stay in business
as they provide a primary
source of financial protection
to the society and economy,”
it added.
The IC also extended
the period agents sell online
or through information and
communication technology
(ICT) until the end of the year
to give both life and non-life
insurance companies more
selling options in the middle
of the current COVID-19
pandemic.

Courts in GCQ areas NPC issues guidelines for
to reopen on May 18 work-from-home operations
COURTS
in
areas
under general community
quarantine
(GCQ)
will
reopen starting May 18
and will continue acting on
pending cases during this
period.
Administrative Circular
No. 40-2020 issued on
Friday, said
“all the
branches of the courts in
the areas under GCQ shall
be physically open from
18 to 29 May 2020, but
shall function only with a
skeleton-staff, by rotation,
to be determined by the
presiding judge.”
Operating hours will
be from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
until May 29. Courts will be
closed on Saturday, May 30.
The SC also said “All
the courts in the GCQ areas
shall continue to resolve
and decide all the cases
pending before them. The
hearings, either in-court or
through videoconferencing,
of all the matters pending
before them, in both
criminal and civil cases,
whether newly filed or
pending, and regardless of
the stage of the trial, are
now herein authorized.”
Judges and prosecutors
may promulgate decisions
and orders within the
period of the GCQ. Service
of writs and other court
processes can also proceed.
The Circular also stated
that the filing of petitions,
appeals,
complaints,
motions, pleadings and
other court submissions

that are due within the
period before May 31 will
be extended by another 30
days. Court actions with
prescribed periods will also
be extended by 30 days.
While quarantine will
be lifted in some areas,
many others will be put
under the less strict GCQ.
Laguna, Cebu City, and
Metro Manila will be
under a modified enhanced
community
quarantine,
which is more lenient than
the ECQ but stricter than
GCQ.
Areas
under
GCQ
starting May 16 are:
Cordillera
Autonomous
Region, Abra, Apayao,
Benguet, Ifugao, Kalinga,
Mountain Province, Baguio
City, Batanes, Cagayan,
Isabela, Nueva Vizcaya,
Quirino, Santiago City,
Aurora, Bataan, Bulacan,
Nueva Ecija, Pampanga,
Tarlac, Zambales, Angeles
City,
Olongapo
City,
Cavite,
Quezon,
Rizal,
Batangas, Lucena City,
Bohol,
Cebu
Province,
Negros Oriental, Siquijor,
Mandaue
City,
LapuLapu City, Zamboanga Del
Norte, Zamboanga Del
Sur, Zamboanga Sibugay,
Zamboanga City, Isabela
City, Davao City, Davao
De Oro, Davao Del Norte,
Davao Del Sur, Davao
Occidental, Davao Oriental,
Agusan Del Norte, Agusan
Del Sur, Dinagat Island,
Surigao Del Norte, Surigao
Del Sur, and Butuan City.

THE National Privacy
Commission (NPC) issued
guidelines for data security
for work-from-home (WFH)
operations.
Privacy Commissioner
Raymund Enriquez Liboro
said in a statement that public
and private organizations
should ensure personal data
protection as WFH measures
will likely remain as part of
the “new normal.”
Organizations should issue
computers and information
communications technology
resources like USB flash drives,
and use personal devices only if
providing organization-issued
resources is impractical.
The NPC encourages the
use of authorized software
and video conferencing. The
commission reminded organizations that they should have
security updates on devices,
including antivirus scanning
and operating system security
patches.

The commission also
said, web browsers should
be up-to-date and properly
configured. It encourages
private browsing, disabling
password autofill, preventing
tracking,
and
checking

password exposure breaches
and control permissions on
internet browsers.
When
using
homebased WiFi, ensure reliable
internet
connection
and
avoid visiting malicious web
pages. The commission also
recommended creating private
workspaces at home to avoid
accidental viewing from others.
WFH should be given the
same level of data protection
ensured by the Data Privacy
Act for the measures to
remain sustainable, the NPC
said
“Given the public health
emergency (PHE) that the
country faces, the National
Privacy Commission (NPC)
supports the adoption of the
WFH setup as a viable strategy
to balance the need to preserve
the health and well-being of
an organization’s workforce
with the need to continuously
operate and provide services
to the public,” Liboro saod.
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BSP cautions vs money laundering risks
BANGKO Sentral ng
Pilipinas
(BSP)
ordered
financial institutions to submit
reports on transactions that
were done with banks in
North Korea and Iran due to
risks of money laundering
(ML) and terrorism financing
(TF) schemes.
Circular Letter No. CL2020-026 signed by BSP
Deputy Governor Chuchi G.
Fonacier on May 10, stated that
“for both DPRK (Democratic
People’s Republic of Korea)
and Iran, BSP-supervised
financial institutions (BSFIs)
should immediately submit
a report to the Anti-Money
Laundering Council (AMLC)
on the actions taken as well
as known information, such
as name, date and nature
of transaction, and amount
involved, if any, regarding the
designated individuals and
entities.”
The BSP said an updated
assessment from Financial

Action Task Force (FATF),
a global money laundering
watchdog, revealed that both
North Korea and Iran were
found to have “significant
strategic deficiencies” in
countering ML and TF and
in warding off proliferation
financing (PF) regimes.
The circular said the
FATF’s findings on North
Korea said the risks come
from the country’s illicit
activities in relation to their
aim of developing weapons
of mass destruction and its
funding.
Following this, the FATF
urged other countries to
require financial institutions
to be more vigilant of their
direct or indirect business
dealings with North Korea as
well as businesses acting on
their behalf.
“BSFIs
are
likewise
directed
to
terminate
correspondent relationships
with DPRK banks, where

required by relevant UNSC
(United Nations Security
Council) Resolutions,” the
circular added.
On the other hand, the
FATF has found that Iran has
yet to address its strategic
deficiencies,
posing
TF
concerns to the international
financial system. Iran will
be considered a “high-risk
jurisdiction” until the country
addresses its deficiencies.
The BSP said BSFIs
shall apply enhanced due
diligence (EDD) measures
and consider North Korea as
a high-risk jurisdiction amd
at the same time, apply EDD
procedures and countermeasures when dealing with
transactions with Iran.
The Philippines is also under tighter watch from the FATF
since it is under a 12-month
observation period until October to execute tighter regulations on money laundering and
counter-terrorism financing.

‘Balik Probinsya’ proposed in 2020 IPP
THE Balik Probinsya
Program (BP2) is included
in the proposed 2020 Investment Priorities Plan (IPP)
of the Board of Investments
(BOI).
Trade Secretary Ramon
Lopez said BP2 aims to create
new sustainable and productive communities through securing tenure and livelihood
of existing forest occupant
and informal settler families,
along the provision of various community development
interventions.

The program will provide safe and decent housing
through the promotion of sustainable management of resources, uplifting the community’s social and economic status.
Its phases of implementation include identification
of settlers, site preparation,
masterplan development, resource mobilization, implementation, and monitoring
and evaluation
Through the program,
inter-agencies, including the
Department of Agriculture,

would pump the country’s
prime
sectors
in
the
provinces such as agriculture,
fishery, agribusiness, food
processing, and logistics to
lure rural migrants back.
A National Economic and
Development Report showed
that farm workers have been
trooping to the city for the
past decade, in search of
stable income streams, nonwage benefits, and better
working conditions – all of
which are vague in the current agricultural setting.

AROUND THE WORLD
No more state of emergency in most of Japan
Japan has lifted a state of emergency in 39 out of 47
prefectures, after a sharp fall in new infections.
The order still applies in Tokyo, Osaka and on the northern
island of Hokkaido, where new cases are rising daily.
Prime Minister Shinzo Abe said Japan’s rate of
infection had reduced to one seventh of the country’s peak.
He urged the public to be vigilant, wear masks, and keep
following distancing guidance.
“If possible, before 31 May, we would like to lift the state
of emergency for the other regions as well,” Mr Abe said.
Data from Johns Hopkins University revealed 16,049
confirmed infections in the country and 678 deaths.
Unlike other governments, Japan’s leaders have no legal
power to enforce a lockdown. Local governors can call on
businesses to stay closed and may suggest people to stay at
home. There are no punishments if they choose not to do so.
But even then, there is a remarkable drop in public movement.
*******
France refuses to accept idea
of US getting vaccine first
France has said the idea of French drug giant Sanofi
prioritizing the US market if it develops a Covid-19 vaccine
is “unacceptable.”
The French government was reacting to remarks by
Sanofi CEO Paul Hudson that “the US government has the
right to the largest pre-order because it’s invested in taking
the risk”.
Prime Minister Edouard Philippe said access for all
was “non-negotiable”.
“For us, it would be unacceptable for there to be privileged
access to such and such a country for financial reasons,”
Deputy Finance Minister Agnès Pannier-Runacher said.
Hudson’s remarks provoked pandemonium among
politicians on the right and left in France. The Socialists
estimated that Sanofi had received some €150m (£133m;
$162m) in research tax credit and millions more in other
tax credit.
Sanofi’s Covid-19 vaccine research is partly funded by
the US Biomedical Advanced Research and Development
Authority (Barda).
But in recent years Sanofi has received tens of millions
of euros in tax credits from the French government to help
its research.

Photo Gallery of Cebu Business Week readers

CBW readers hold
hard copies of Cebu
Business Week and
enjoyed reading its
contents which are all
positive news. Left to
right: Professor Perry
Fajardo, Emmanuelito
Lim, Businessman and
Rio Teves, PagIBIG Fund
Vice President.
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LIGHTER SIDE

FUn TRiVIA
Do you know that…
1. Elvita Adams tried to commit suicide by jumping from the 86th floor of the
Empire State Building? She jumped but was blown back onto the 85th floor by
a gust of wind. The worst injury she sustained was a fractured hip.
2. Los Angeles’s full name is “El Pueblo de Nuestra Senora la Reina de los Angeles
de Porciuncula?” It translates to “town of our lady the Queen of Angels of the
River Porciuncula.” Now, Los Angeles is just “The Angels.”
3. The iPad 2 would cost $1,140 if it were made in America?
4. A group of larks is called an exaltation?
5. Syngenesophobia is the Fear of relatives?

Now you know!

Best Quotes
from Successful People
“Success is not final, failure is not fatal: it
is the courage to continue that counts.” —
Winston Churchill, Prime Minister of
Great Britain during World War II
“Today’s Accomplishments Were Yesterday’s
Impossibilities.” – Robert H. Schuller,
American motivational speaker

Unli Lechon and Seafoods at Jam’s
Lechon and Seafood Haus only
P250 located at SRP Baywalk near
Malacañang sa Sugbo and Cebu City
Hall opens 5 pm till 12 am. Contact
+63 927 872 1514 and 09188465286
for more info

“Success is the sum of small efforts – repeated
day in and day out.” — Robert Collier, author
“Successful people do what unsuccessful
people are not willing to do. Don’t wish it
were easier; wish you were better.” — Jim
Rohn, one of America’s foremost
business philosophers
“There are no secrets to success. It is the result
of preparation, hard work, and learning from
failure.” — Colin Powell, US statesman
and retired four-star General in the
United States Army

Visit us at Unit 302 3rd Floor
Mango Square Mall
or Call us up for your orders
at 0908-662-2226.
Door to door delivery!
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Kai Sotto joins G League
YOUNG Filipino hopeful
Kai Sotto is the newest highprofile prospect to join the
NBA G League.
Sotto said that playing
in the G League “is the best
route for me to get closer
and faster to that dream.
Here, I will be playing
with some of the very best
and I will have even more
resources and support. I
am committed to work on
developing my game on a
much bigger stage. I’m very
proud and excited to start

my professional career with
the NBA G League Select
Team. I hope to continue
counting on your support.”
The exceptional Batang
Gilas would be joining the G
League, where he will play
along with top prospects
Jalen Green, Isaiah Todd
and Daishen Nix.
Jalen Green, the top
prospect of the Class of
2020 is of Filipino descent
and was the first player
to declare joining the G
League’s program.

Sotto received formal
offers from NCAA Division
1 universities where he had
“amazing
relationships”
with the coaches from those
schools. He was rated as a
four-star recruit, and the
No. 4 overall player from
Georgia for the Class.
NBA G League President
Shareef Abdur-Rahim, in a
statement, welcomed Sotto
to the league and said he
“will have the opportunity
to accelerate his on-court
development as he learns

NBA-style basketball.”
The NBA G League Select
Team will be unaffiliated with
any existing NBA G League
franchise or NBA team.
The 18-year-old Sotto feels that going to the
G League is the best step
for him to take as he
continues to chase
his dream of becoming the first
homegrown
Filipino
to
play in the
NBA.

No contact sports allowed under GCQ
DEFENSE
Secretary
Delfin Lorenzana, head of
the national task force on the
government’s
coronavirus
disease (Covid-19) response,
said only sports where
physical distancing can be
observed will be permitted
under GCQ.
“Sports
that
are
authorized now are noncontact sports such as biking,
tennis, and golf because they
can distance themselves from
each other,” Lorenzana said.

He said collision or
contact sports such as boxing,
wrestling, and basketball will
stay prohibited under GCQ.
“Boxing, wrestling, and
others are not allowed. These
are contact sports. They
require physical contact and
even embracing. So, we do
not have guidelines for that
because it is not authorized,”
he said.
Under the guidelines
released by Malacañang,
the
Inter-Agency
Task

Force for the Management
of
Emerging
Infectious
Diseases (IATF-EID) has
also banned exercise in ECQ
areas.
Nevertheless,
limited
outdoor exercise such as
walking, jogging, biking
with safety protocols will be
allowed under a modified
ECQ (MECQ).
Gyms, fitness studios,
and sport facilities will also
remain closed in all ECQ,
MECQ, and GCQ areas.

10th ASEAN Para Games called off, Fil-Am picked to train
PSC withdraws financial assistance with US volleyball team
THE Association of
Southeast Asian Nations
Para Sports Federation
(APSF) announced the
cancellation of the 10th
ASEAN Para Games that
will be hosted by the
country on October 3- 9.
APSF President Maj.
Gen. Osoth Bhavilai said
the
Philippine
Sports
Commission
(PSC)
informed them that due
to
budget
constraints,
the Philippines cannot
continue with the hosting.
PSC Chairman William

Ramirez announced on
April 30 that the country
is withdrawing its hosting
of the biennial sports
competition for Southeast
Asian
athletes
with
disabilities as the budget
allotted for it will be
realigned to the country’s
response
against
the
COVID-19 pandemic.
The National Budget
Circular
580
of
the
Department of Budget and
Management (DBM) issued
on April 22, mandates
all national government

agencies to realign their
funds to the government’s
response against the viral
disease.
Philippine Paralympic
Committee
President
Michael
Barredo
expressed his frustration
in the cancellation of the
country’s hosting of the
10th ASEAN Para Games.
“Altogether,
the
hosting of the APG by the
Philippines is currently
not
feasible
without
government
support,”
he said, adding that he
acknowledged the impact
of the COVID-19 pandemic
in the Southeast Asian
countries and it is more
important to address the
virus first for the safety of
the athletes, coaches, and
staff.
Barredo is also the
president of the Philippine
ASEAN
Para
Games
Organizing Committee.

FILIPINO-AMERICAN
Joe Karlous was chosen anew
to join the USA volleyball
junior national training team
for the summer.
Karlous is from Costa
Mesa, California and plays
setter for Pepperdine University.
“It’s been a blessing,
every experience that I
get with USA Volleyball,
regardless if I make the final

roster,” said Karlous.
Karlous is a 6-foot
setter who played in the
2018 NORCECA Under-19
Continental Championships,
and the 2019 FIVB Under-19
World Championships.
He is vying for a starting
spot in the NORCECA
Under-21 Pan American
Cup, but tournament us
held in abeyance due to the
COVID-19 pandemic.

